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CII
Impact of COVID 19: ‘CODE OF CONDUCT’ for Voluntary Adoption by
CII Members [Valid for 12 weeks]
As we grapple with the crisis created by the Covid-19 outbreak and the
subsequent lockdown necessitated by the need to contain the spread of this
pandemic, CII is taking various steps and initiatives to support the
membership, in areas like policy advocacy, disseminating information, helping
with sourcing medical equipment, setting up a Fund for relief and rehabilitation
activities, etc.
While the Government and institutions are doing their bit, we must also
individually contribute to mitigating the effects of the crisis, focusing particularly
on the human element.
CII has drawn up a Model Code of Conduct for us, as businesses, to abide by
to take care to minimize the human and social impact of the pandemic. I would
request you to kindly consider being a signatory to this Code and join us in
collectively dealing with the crisis. Read more

COVID-19 Helpline
Is your business suffering from the side-effects of the Corona lockdown? CII
will help you resolve, in real time, issues arising from the current Corona
situation. These could be related to essential supplies, clearances and
movement of essential items. Do reach out on CII Helpline Read more
_______________________________________________________________________

FICCI
FICCI-SIEMENS Webinar on 14th April 2020
FICCI as a part of its Industry 4.0 Committee initiatives is organizing a webinar
with Siemens on ‘Industrial Internet of Things - Transforming Industries
through Connected and Smart Assets’ on 14th April 2020 from 02:00 PM to
03:00 PM.
This webinar will help participants understand how the IIoT enables
manufacturers to connect their entire factory to the internet to make greater

use of the data their systems generate through actionable insights, providing
feedback to design and production planning. Webinar will cover some major
use cases from industries to showcase the implementation of IIOT followed up
with question and answer round.
Given your keen interest, we invite you to the FICCI-Siemens Webinar. Due to
unforeseen circumstances of COVID-19 emergency, FICCI is not charging any
fees for this webinar. kindly confirm your/your nominee’s participation.
Read More
_______________________________________________________________________

Insights
Insights from Harvard Business Review:
Coronavirus + Business. Read More
_______________________________________________________________________

TAGMA Initiatives
Maintenance of Machines
Preventive Measures for Shut Down of CNC Machines for long time. Read
More
Preventive Measures for Restart of CNC Machines after a long time. Read
More

Innovators @ Home: An introductory webinar on 3D Printing
Webinar 1 (6th April)
Additive Manufacturing/ 3D Printing 101
On the occasion of our 7th year of establishment, Objectify Technologies in
partnership with TAGMA would like to initiate a series of webinars to inform
you about the world of additive manufacturing. While you are practicing
Lockdown ‘Safe living’ you can be productive being at home by learning.
Read more

TAGMA TIMES Newsletter – February 2020
The TAGMA TIMES February 2020 issue was delayed due to pandemic
COVID-19. Though we are already ready with printable file, however it will
take some time to get it printed and dispatched. Hence, we are releasing the
e-copy for now. Once the situation is back to normal, we will arrange for printed
copy. Read more

